
2100 – St Leonards Hotel – 17/03/19 

Thought we were going to have to put up with TTP doing a victory dance today. Luckily it was a 
draw and TTP missed the action cause he was sewing peoples back together again. Still 
confused, it was the rugby chaps!!! 
 
Lemon Tart and Wurzle are in charge, but what’s with the green hats, we’re English don’t you 
know. As with all the other weather warnings, the atmospherics will mean the trail has been 
blown away! 
 
Off we go and it’s out the car park and off right to the country park. Doesn’t take much 
brainpower to guess this, but it takes me half a mile for me to realise I hadn’t started any run 
trackers, hence the 6mileish distance on the report. 
K9 is back, just avoided the shoot ups in New Zealand, this will take the pressure off Banger for 
trails. 
 
Initially feel that it should be ok today with the sun but its freezing, need a hat to keep warm until 
we notice Bianca is running in sheer netting, which apparently is thermal, this gets our blood 
boiling so no need for a hat now, especially with the additional lycra. 
 
Into the country park we find we can’t go left, lots of barriers, but we find a gap through, but we 
have to back track through the kiddy park avoiding overhead runner cables. 
We are either going out the park or going to go around the edge. Wheeze and Jock Strap 
shorten the odds to stay in the park, allowing Bum Hugger to keep up with Lonely and Banger. 
Plan for today seems to be, find the straight route, then wibble in and out the woods to add extra 
mileage. 
 
Find the ubiquitous photo shoot on Death March orders, which results in a free for all with Ratty 
trying to get center stage. 
 
Whilst we think its getting warmer we get attacked by a hail storm that gives a heavy pebble 
dashing of our delicate bodies. After that it brightens up once more. Shame the trail didn’t.  
 
Wurzle obviously doesn’t communicate with Lemon Tart; who did the heavy leg work of laying 
the dust yesterday, in that he hasn’t a clue where we need to run. This is highlighted by the fact 
we return to the same place three times, have three discussions of which way to go and we still 
can’t make an agreement, hence forth known as “Brexit Corner”. 
 
Up onto a small hill for another photo shoot and then we just keep chasing Banger and K9 back 
to the Inn whilst some of us chat with Lisa. 
 
Into the bar where we have to put up with Death March queue jumping again and staff that take 
30 minutes to make two cups of coffee for myself and Carolyn (off to France in a few days), 
although, good cups of coffee and a tasty piece of lemon drizzle cake. 
 
Sunny but freezing, not much wind but hail stones, photo shoots but a Hare with no sense of 
direction, a Wheeze that results in me having a “down down” and a Noble sports car in the car 
park. 
 
So what did you think? 
 

On On ☺ 

 


